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ABSTRACT

This project report studies JIT system Aided Automobile Manufacturing Process
Improvement, especially, in Toyota Plant Thailand (TP1), at Gateway Industrial Estate,
Chachoengsao Province. The objectives of this report are: To study existing JIT process of
TPT, to study the improvement of the automobile quality under JIT and analyze advantages
and disadvantages of JIT.
In TPT, they have started manufacturing the automobile since 1996. TPT have
developed JIT system all the time. For example, the improvement of kanban system. The
system can be applied both in-put (parts assembly) in production line and out put (finished
products) delivered to their dealers with the right time and right information. The
improvement is based on 5 activities; Jidoka, Kaizen, Hejunka, Standardized Work and JIT.
The study shows that the TPT have improvement after developing e-kanban in
2004. There has improved in 3 major items as follows:
(1)

Improvement on sales that can be increased from 28% in 2001 to 35% in 2003.

(2)

Improvement in Production volume that can be increased 650% and inventory cost

can be reduced 20% in 2004.
(3)

Improvement on Human resources that can be reduced man hour/month 75% and

will be 100% in 2004.
In summary, TPT have a successful in developing JIT all the time to improve their
business. In the future, TPT will use more innovative ideas from all human resources level
and computer technology. But the cost of JIT can be too high for many organizations to
consider. Moreover, they have to study JIT philosophy in deeply details.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction
In the past few years organizations have given a lot of attention to Just-In-Time or

JIT. In essence, IlT organizes all operations so they occur just at the time they are needed.
This means, for example, that if materials are need for production, they are not bought
some time in advance and keep in stock, but are delivered directly to production process
just as they are need. The result is that stocks of materials are virtually eliminated.
One reason why people have looked so closely at IlT is the success of Japanese
manufacturing. Since the 1950s Japan has continuously increased its share of world trade,
and is now the dominant manufacturing economy. IlT has developed in Japan. A lot of the
original IlT system has done by Toyota, and IlT is now widely used in many industries. If
JIT has played even a small part in Japan's success, people concluded that it could bring
benefits elsewhere.
Many organizations around the world have adapted JIT, and have had dramatic
improvement in their performance. When it can use, IlT can bring many benefits. The
problem is that IlT, can only be used in certain circumstances. Even when it can be used,
there are many practical difficulties and the benefits only appear after a lot of effort.
IlT is not a new idea. In the 1920s iron ore arriving at ford's plant in Detroit was
turned into steel within a day and into finished cars a few days later. This was a very
efficient way of using resources and reducing stocks of work in progress - but few
organizations followed Ford's example. Even today, most organization fell they need
stocks of work in progress to make sure they have smooth operations. These stocks allow
operations to continue when there are problems with the process. If, for example, some
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equipment breaks down or material arrives late, most operations can still work normally
using the stock of work in progress.
The view that inventories are essential for smooth operations made managers ask
the question 'How can we provide stocks at lowest cost?' But during the past few years
some organizations changed their view and started asking another question, 'How can we
eliminate stocks?' The answer of this laid the foundations of just-in-time. By 1988 and
estimated 25% of European manufacturers used some form of IlT, and this had risen to
over 50% by the early 1990s.
Presently, computer is used to help most of any operation more faster and cost of
computer trends to decrease while the efficiency is increasing dramatically. So that the
modem JIT system is linked directly with the computerized system.
1.2

Objectives:

(1)

To study the existing IlT process of Toyota Plant Thailand (TPT)

(2)

To study the improvement of the automobile quality under IlT

(3)

To analyze advantages and disadvantages of IlT
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1.3

Scope:
(1)

Study in IlT system in theory by searching information from textbook, website

and etc.
(2)

Study from real situation: case study: Toyota Plant Thailand (TPT) at Gateway

city in Chachoengsao province.

3

II.
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

What is Just In Time?
The subject of just-in-time (JIT) mean many thing to many people. Some business

people feel it is an approach; to others it is a methodology; and still other it is a philosophy,
concept, or strategy. JIT is all this thing and more. JIT origins in Japan during the 1960s
caused it to initially considered as and approach to inventory management. Other viewed
JIT as and an approach to quality control. The nature of JIT, though, cannot be considered a
limited control or quality control approach, but multitude of approaches with appreciation
throughout the business organization.
JIT's integrative nature started expanding from inventory and quality control into
other areas of operations, like production scheduling. One commonly used JIT scheduling
methodology is the kanban card system. As industry and academic researchers explored the
ramifications of JIT in the 1970s in Japan and during the 1980s in the United States and
throughout the world, it became clear that the dynamic nature of JIT is not a limited
methodology, but is made up in part of many methodologies. No longer just a Japanese
method of inventory management, JIT is now an internationally known approach to
excellence in production and operations management. JIT's pursuit of perfection can
philosophically and strategically be seen to embrace all aspects of business operations, in
all countries.

A simple definition for JIT is the successful completion of a product

or service at each stage of production activity from vendor to customer just-in-time for its
use and at a minimum cost. JIT can also be generally defined as a strategy or guiding
philosophy whose goal it is to seek manufacturing excellence . JIT is based on eight key
principles:
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(1)

Seek a produce-to-order production schedule.

(2)

Seek unitary production.

(3)

Seek to eliminate waste.

(4)

Seek continuous product flow improvement.

(5)

Seek product quality perfection.

(6)

Respect people.

(7)

Seek to eliminate contingencies.

(8)

Maintain long-term emphasis.
Let's examine each of these key principles. While introductory in nature, these

principles provide a foundation. The entire JIT philosophy is dynamically changing all
the time and cannot adequately be expressed in a single chapter or even a single book. Also,
please keep in mind that no single organization can embrace every aspect of JIT, but to
a greater or lesser degree, all organizations can use these principles. They have
application to both manufacturing and service organizations. They can be used to improve
the production of custom products in job shop operations as well as homogeneous
products in repetitive manufacturing. The extent to which an organization can
embrace the JIT principles will help define the extent to which they can expect to share
in its reported benefits.

Principle 1. Seek a Produce-to-Order Production Schedule in a produce-to-order
system the manufacturer waits to produce products until the customer places the order.
The goal of the system is to produce the finished goods just-in-time for consumption.
Under this system, the item is immediately sent to the customer when completed. It
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doesn't become a carrying cost draining inventory items, but instead immediately
generates sales from its waiting customer. The JIT operation produces only what is
necessary in time for its use. In contrast, non-JIT operations using produce-to-stock
systems rely on forecast projections of demand and place production into their inventory.
Unfortunately, forecasts are often in error, and inventory that is held in stock by
inaccurate forecasting is costly.
While all organizations seek a product-to-order system, they may never accomplish it
perfectly. Lead times for customers waiting for an order may be quite prohibitive. Also
some organizations using produce-to-order systems can and do have buffer inventories of
finished goods. This JIT principle, as well as the rest, is designed to motivate the
organization to "seek" its unique level of implementation. JIT principles do not have to be
completely implemented for an organization to be a JIT operation.

Principle 2. Seek Unitary Production Each unit of finished product is viewed as a
separate order. The goal of the JIT system is a production lot size of one. Why have such
small lot sizes? This principle allows production flexibility and reduces inventory costs.
It is much easier to make minor adjustments in a unitary production system to meet

shifts in demand, than to revise the non-JIT large-lot operation. Large-lot production
requires more planning and lead time. Once a large lot size is set in the non-JIT system,
an organization's production planning for equipment, human resources, and vendor
contracts are usually also set When a minor change is needed to adjust for a shift in
demand, management in a non-JIT operation will be motivated to resist any minor
deviation from the large lot production levels to avoid the cost and effort the changes
might entail. The ability to make quick shifts to meet changes in demand avoids the
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costs of unwanted inventory during a decrease in demand and avoids the costs of missed
sales during an increase in demand. We can view the unitary production as a means to
avoid what the Japanese call mura or a production unevenness. By being able to make
small unitary changes in production schedules, firms can avoid major shifts in inventory
planning and human resource reallocations necessary in large lot production scheduling.
Another reason for seeking unitary production is to help reveal inventory and production
problems. Raw materials, component parts, and subassemblies are all paced to arrive justin-time for their use during work-in-process (WIP). No buffer or excessive amounts
inventory are desired in the operation. If a defective component part is found or a worker
accidentally wastes a part, they will have no buffer inventory to use in its place. The
defective component will prevent a unit of finished product from being completed, and will
therefore noticeably motivate the revealing of component problems. The sooner
defective components can be revealed, the less rework will be incurred in replacing
them, and the sooner the problem causing the defect can be eliminated
Principle 3. Seek to Eliminate Waste. Waste, referred to by the Japanese as muda,

should be eliminate in every area of the operation. The goal is to use no more than the
minimum amount of equipment, materials, and human resources necessary to achieve
production objectives.
One of the factors that causes waste is imbalance or unevenness between actual and
needed capacity. Many firms possess an excess (i.e., an imbalance) of equipment capacity
as a preventive measure to cover for machines that have broken down. These excess
machines are a waste of equipment and costly when not used. By instituting adequate
preventive maintenance as suggested under JIT, machine down time might be eliminated,
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and the firm spared the need for the backup equipment Extra workers to cover for
absenteeism are a waste and should be eliminated. When properly motivated under JIT,
teamwork effort will replace the need for extra workers. Defects requiring costly and timeconsuming rework are a waste and should be eliminated. Most importantly, the
imbalance between production and demand causes waste and should be balanced out If
we produce unwanted units (i.e., overproduce), we generate inventory that causes
carrying costs, and wastes money. If we don't produce enough inventory, we cause stockout costs, and lose money, and possibly lose customers. All areas of waste in a JIT
system are continually identified and eliminated.
Principle 4. Seek Continuous Product Flow Improvement Improving product flow is

the same as improving productivity. In a JIT system the product flow goal is to eliminate
bottlenecked processes and all problems that decrease the production flow. By eliminating
idle time in production flow caused by imbalances in production activities or wasted
effort by the workers, productivity increases.

Let's say that the time it takes a product to

be completed (i.e., to flow through a facility) is a function of motion and work:

Product Time= Motion Time+ Work
Time

Those activities that take up motion time include handling materials, transporting goods,
preparation time, waiting, and counting things. All of these activities are wasteful and
should be eliminated. Only the activities of work time (e.g., fabrication, assembly, etc.)
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add value to the product and make it worth purchasing by the customer. In focusing effort
on eliminating motion activities a JIT operation can improve product flow. How can JIT
eliminate such basic material handling activities? This can be accomplished through a
continuous effort of self improvement in what the Japanese call the "5 S's" (Cheng
1993) The 5 S's are: proper arrangement (the Japanese term, seiri), orderliness seiton,
cleanliness seiso, cleanup seiketsu, and discipline shitsuke. Continuously sorting through
inventory and equipment to discard what is unnecessary (seiri) and arranging what is left
in an efficient manner for use (seiion) will reduce future work motion activities.
Similarly, an uncluttered work center (seiso) and well maintained equipment (seiketsu)
will avoid effort to find and use work center facilities in a timely manner. Finally, and most
importantly, these efforts for improvement must become habitual (shitsuke) for continued
long-term improvement in performance.

Principle 5. Seek Product Quality Perfection The goal in a JIT system is the
habitual seeking of zero defects. Under the JIT concept called total quality control. In a
JIT operation the monitoring of quality is chiefly left up to the workers who produce
the product. The worker is the ideal member of the production team to see the impact of
poor quality in materials, component parts, or subassemblies. The worker is also in an
ideal position to observe and report problems concerning worker and machine-caused
defects.
Embracing the TQC concept requires quality control activities of all members for the
total organization. When defects are found, their causes are immediately determined and
corrected. The acceptance sampling ideas of taking random samples of incoming goods
and finished products to determine if an entire lot has obtained an acceptable quality level
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are dropped in a JIT operation. In its place TQC concept dictates a 100 percent
inspection. Every piece of raw material, every component part, every subassembly, and
every finished product must be inspected as it passes through the production system. In
this way quality is built into the product rather than hoping it is screened out through
random selection process.
Principle 6. Respect People. People produce goods, systems do not People are the most
important asset a company has. In a JIT operation that importance is made clear to
everyone. In a JIT system people are given greater responsibility to control work flow
and greater authority to insist on product quality improvements than in non-JIT operations.
In JTT operations workers are given the opportunity to control production with either
stop/go switches at work centers or some type of management signaling system. In some
operations where the stopping of an operation might cause excessive start up costs,
worker centers have red (a serious problem) and yellow (a minor problem) lights that are
used to signal management that a production or quality problem has been encountered and
needs correcting. The Japanese term used to describe these lighting signaling systems is
andon.

By placing these andon systems at the workers' command, management shows a
commitment that quality is important and that the worker's opinion about quality is vital.
The presence of the stop/go switches at work stations actually grants the worker the
authority to force management to respond to production and quality problems that
workers report. This is a substantial difference from the passive suggestion box
approach of the past,

10
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Principle 7. Seek to Eliminate Contingencies When management is concerned about
having enough inventory to cover a surge in customer demand, they acquire contingency
inventory that represents a waste if it is not used. When management is concerned about
having enough workers to cover production requirements, they acquire a contingency
supply of workers that represents a waste if not used. There are many of areas in an
operation where management invests resources wastefully as a part of their contingency
planning efforts. While it is certainly prudent to perform contingency planning, making
wasteful investments in those contingency plans is avoided in a JIT system.
In a JIT system demand is a prerequisite for production scheduling. When a production
schedule is established, management should plan to produce just what is stated in the
schedule. Planning the use of inventory, equipment, and people is focused on the
minimum allowable resource investment to achieve the desired production schedule.
While this will place stress on the production system, the goal in the JIT operation is to
use this stress in a positive effort to seek further improvements in the production system.
Workers are more likely to suggest ideas for improving work flow when they are behind
than when they are comfortably ahead of their production quotas. By eliminating
contingencies like buffer inventory, the problems in work flow, scrap, and defective
materials are revealed and corrected more quickly.

Principle 8. Maintain a Long-Term Emphasis Since most of the other principles of JIT are
continual, an investment in JIT should be viewed as a long term commitment. The benefits of a
JIT system do not always reveal themselves in the short term. To implement the seven prior

principles takes time. In the short term, some production costs may actually go up because of the
learning that must take place. Changing worker habits, job responsibilities, job authority, and
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entire production systems can take a great deal of time. Some organizations have taken years to
design and build plants around the JIT!fQC system. The new Saturn Corporations facility in
Spring Hill, Tennessee, is one example. This facility represents the largest single building in
the world housing an entire automobile facility. It is completely based on IlT!fQC operation
principles. This facility represents a long term commitment whose return will take years to
retrieve.
Because IlT's benefits can sometimes take a long period of time to be noticeable,
managers must adopt tactics to continually motivate workers to think ITT. One tactic used to help
workers and management observe the IlT benefits over the long term is an ongoing log. At the
shop floor level of a JIT operation, it is common for department managers to maintain a log of
past success with production and quality control projects. The log also contains the results of those
projects and the benefits the department's efforts caused. Over the long term this log can be used to
show new and old workers the commitment the department has and will continue to have to solve
production problems and maintain product quality.
Collectively, these eight key principles are only a brief introduction to JIT. Hopefully they
illustrate how philosophically impossible but incredibly simple the many goals of JIT are in
practice. Regardless of whether JIT is called a system, an approach, a concept, a strategy, or a
philosophy, it is a way to help organizations achieve manufacturing excellence.
IlT Inventory Management
Inventory management can be generally defined as the management function
of planning and controlling inventory. The inventory includes raw materials,
component parts,

subassemblies, work-in-process (WIP),

and finished goods.

Inventory management involves the securing of inventory for a production facility
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(usually from a supplier or vendor), allocation within the facility for its use in the
product being produced, and its storage until required by customers. All of the
policies, rules, procedures, methodologies, and principles that are related to
inventory and its flow through the production facility are a part of inventory
management.
There are a great many inventory management policies, rules, and procedures that
are a part of JIT. Six of the more commonly used of these can be characterized as JIT
inventory management principles. These principles include:
(1)

Cut lot sizes and increase frequency of orders

(2)

Cut buffer inventory

(3)

Cut purchasing costs

(4)

Improve material handling

(5)

Seek zero inventory

(6)

Seek reliable suppliers

(1)

Cut Lot Sizes and Increase Frequency of Orders In a JIT operation we need to

have all dependent demand inventories (i.e., raw materials, component parts,
subassemblies, etc.) arrive just in time for their use. Since we use dependent demand
inventory

like

component

parts

one-at-a-time,

doesn't

it

make

sense that we should plan to use this type of inventory one-at-a-time? Why have a
lot of 100 units of a component part arrive at one time, when only one part is
necessary at any one time?
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When lot sizes are cut, workers at work centers do not have as much idle
inventory stored around them. Idle inventory involves a wasteful cost of capital
investment, wastes costly space in the facility, and can become a physical obstacle
reducing productivity at work stations. Cutting lot sizes, while increasing the frequency
of orders to balance the demand needs, reduces costly waste and improves productivity.
Cutting large-lot sizes also involves the independent demand inventory or
finished goods inventory. In a JIT operation, the orders for finished goods are sent to other
JIT customers in small, but frequent, lot sizes. This saves costly space in the shipping
department that would be required to stage large-lot size orders, reduces or eliminates
the need for warehouses, and increases productivity by reducing inventory clutter and
material handling efforts.
(2) Cut Buffer Inventory Idle inventory in an inventory department or in WIP
becomes a costly buffer stock (also called a safety stock) that prevents problems
from revealing themselves.
Suppose a supplier sends substandard quality component parts to a company whose
work centers have a week's worth of inventory piled up around them. In this situation it
will take a week for the workers to work their way down to the subquality parts and
identify that they have a problem. In a JIT operation with the ideal lot size of one and no
buffer stock the defect would have been found in the very next assembly of a part. The
faster a problem is found, the faster it can be solved and inventory flow improved.
Suppose a worker doesn't know how to assemble several parts together
correctly. With a buffer stock at the work station, workers will have the extra buffer stock
to work from even if they have to scrap several parts to learn how to do the job right In a
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HT operation with no buffer stock to tum to, workers will have to bring the scrap work to
the attention of management in order to complete their next assembly unit. The workers'
inability to complete their job can be identified and corrected, resulting in reduced scrap
and rework.
Other problems that impede inventory material flow will also be forced to
surface. Problems with the poor engineering of parts, malfunctioning of automated
equipment, and material handling and delivery flow problems causing delays will all
surface quickly. Without a buffer inventory as a back-up, problems relating to inventory
flow are motivated by this HT inventory principle to surface for a speedy solution.
(3)

Cut Purchasing Costs Increasing the frequency of orders can increase the fixed

order charges suppliers and vendors require customers to pay. Having smaller lot or order
sizes reduces the possibility of taking quantity discounts and increasing product costs. In
addition, HT's unitary use of inventory materials usually requires special unitary
packaging that can also increase purchasing costs. How can a HT operation hope to cut
purchasing costs? There are many ways to cut purchasing costs for HT operations,
starting with the suppliers. HT manufacturers seek to cut the number of suppliers down
to as few as possible. They seek suppliers whose business the HT manufacturer will
dominate, so pricing and service are strongly controlled by that manufacturer. Long-term
contracts are negotiated that will allow some flexibility in ordering (i.e., usually an upper
and lower bound on possible daily, weekly, or monthly units ordered). The long-term
contractual nature and control by the manufacturer can greatly reduce those purchasing
cost factors that might increase when using HT. At the same time, a HT operation reduces
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red tape by reducing the number of suppliers and the resulting paperwork. Smaller order
sizes can also help cut the formal paperwork required of large-lot size shipments.
(4)

Improve Material Handling Inventory items coming to a JIT operation from a

supplier or vendor should be broken down into the unit or lot size required by the
operation. Any imbalance between the arrival quantity at manufacturing plants and their
need at that facility will result in unwanted waste. Any imbalance between units of
inventory arriving at work centers and their use at work centers will result in unwanted
waste. Any imbalance between the shipments to customers and the demand required by
customers will result in unwanted waste. The ideal goal in a JIT system is to have no
handling by locating the feeder and user processes of materials next to one another.
In a JIT operation we want inventory to arrive in the exact quantity required
(ideally on a unitary basis) and just in time for its use. To accomplish this, plant facilities
are streamlined to minimize the amount of material handling. By structuring plants in a
version of a flow shop, the layout maximizes the flow of production and materials used.
Where possible, automated systems augment the layout and are used to replace humans in
routine or boring material handling jobs. Robots are used to save workers from material
handling, back straining, lifting, and moving tasks. Optical scanning equipment, bar code
labeling methods, and robots can perform the wasteful activities of inspection,
classification, and storage of inventory. The idea in JIT automation is not to eliminate the
human workers, but to save them for intelligent work that can take full advantage of their
combined mental and physical capabilities.
The frequent but small order quantities JIT inventory principles necessitate have
lead to improvements in material handling methods. One popular method devised to
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support JIT principles is the reusable container. Consisting of hard plastic, wood, or
metal, reusable containers are being used to reduce packaging waste and protect
inventory materials. Shaped in the form of easy-to-stack open buckets, unitary or
multiple inventory items can be easily placed into and quickly obtained from these
containers by workers performing material handling functions. The added cost of returning
the reusable container is usually more than made up for by the fact that their stronger
construction minimizes handling damage. More importantly, these containers aid material
handling by saving wasteful repackaging. The containers can be used as temporary storage
units that permit the contents to be brought directly into the facility and directly to the work
centers without the need for repackaging. They also permit the inventory to be loaded
directly from a delivery truck into automated storage automated retrieval (AS/AR)
systems without repackaging when items are to be warehoused.
Even basic material handling equipment like the truck can be improved to support
a JIT inventory system. Instead of the truck door being located in the back, it can be more
efficiently moved to the side. Why? These "side-loader truck" doors permit the driver to
pull right up to a loading dock without the time-consuming backing-up process. Also, the
unloader isn't just limited to a working space at the back end of the truck which can
reduce productivity. Instead, he or she can enter the load from the side and can work
toward the front, back, or in both directions. Carrying portable ramps under a truck's
carriage can also permit greater flexibility in making deliveries to loading docks that don't
match up with the level of the track's doors.
(5)

Seek Zero Inventory. Inventory anywhere is a costly waste of time, effort, and

money. Idle inventory sitting in departments or on the shop floor should be eliminated.
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Inventory being transported is also wasteful, as previously stated in Chapter l's JIT
principles. This leaves only one alternative: there should be zero inventory in a JIT
operation. While this may sound like an impossible principle, it is clearly the goal we
should seek if we want continuous improvement in inventory cost reduction. Inventory
should be reduced or eliminated whenever possible to reduce unwanted waste in the
operation.
(6)

Seek a Reliable Supplier The key to making JIT work is having the inventory

just in time for its use. If a supplier's delivery lead time is not reliable, a JIT system will
suffer wasteful delays and downtime. In a JIT operation fewer suppliers will be counted
on for a greater job of supplying. While a long-term contract and the larger proportion
of business the manufacturer represents to a supplier will be helpful in controlling
supplier behavior, it cannot always ensure their deliveries will be on time. Some
suppliers might have to move closer to their manufacturing customers on a geographic
basis to ensure reliability. Other suppliers might have to engage in' dedicating some of
their contracted carriage activities to JIT manufacturers, such as dedicating a truck or two
for just a specific JIT manufacturer. While these practices may seem costly to the supplier,
they may be quite appropriate if the majority of the business a supplier does is with a
single JIT manufacturer.
The role of the supplier is one of the most important for the success of a JIT
operation. While the six inventory management principles above are basic to most JIT
operations, they do not all have to be applied for an operation to be considered a JIT
operation. Few JIT operations will ever really achieve a zero inventory level or even find
a completely reliable supplier. The closer an operation is to fully implementing these
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six JIT inventory management principles, the better the chances are they will receive the
many JIT benefits. The JIT benefits that are commonly reported when comparing a JIT
operation with a large-lot HOQ operation.
Now you can begin to see the wider role of JIT. Although we have introduced JIT
as a way of reducing stock levels, it is much more than this. JIT really involves a change in
the way an organization looks at its operations. Its supporters described it as 'a way of
eliminating waste', or, 'a way of enforced problem solving'. It starts with an aim of
eliminating all waste from an organization.
JIT believes that stock is only held for negative reasons. In other words it is used to
allow for poor co-ordination and management. JIT sees and organization as having a series
of problems that hinder efficient operations. These problems include long equipment setup
times, unbalanced operations, constrained capacity, machine breakdowns, defective
materials, interrupted operations, unreliable suppliers, poor quality, too much paperwork
and too many changes. Stock is held to avoid the effects of there problems and effectively
hide them from sight.

A much more constructive approach would be to identify the

problems and solve them. This approach leads to a number of changes in viewpoint.
(1)

Stocks. As we have seen, organizations hold stocks to cover short-term differences

between supply and demand. JIT systems assume these stocks are actually being used to
hide problems. If nothing is done these problems will keep on happening. Organizations
should try to find the reasons why there are differences between supply and demand, and
then take whatever action is needed to remove them.
(2)

Reliability. When a machine on a production process breaks down most

organizations transfer production to another process or start making another product. The
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JIT approach does not allow this kind of flexibility, as it is based on continuous,
uninterrupted production. Managers are forced to recognize there is a problem with the
reliability of the machine, they examine the reason why it broke down, and the take actions
to make sure it does not break down in the future.
(3)

Quality Organizations. have traditionally given acceptable levels of quality for their

products. They used to define some arbitrary figure like '2 defective units in 100 means
the supply is acceptable'. JIT recognizes that all defects have costs, and it is really cheaper
to prevent there from ever happening than to correct them later.
(4)

Suppliers.

Many people feel that supplies and customers are in some sort of

conflict, where one can only benefit at the expense of the other. JIT systems rely totally on
their suppliers, so they can not allow this kind of friction.

In stead they show that

customers and suppliers are partners with a common objective-so they should work closely
together.
(5)

Employees. Some organizations have a friction between 'managers' and 'workers'.

JIT recognizes that this is a meaningless distinction. The welfare of all employees depends
on the success of the organization, so all employees are treated with equal respect.Now you
can see JIT not just as a mean of minimizing inventories, but as a whole way of viewing
operations. Its overall aim is to minimize waste by identifying and solving any problems
found. This view of operations is known by different names, including 'zero inventory',
'stockless production', 'lean production', 'Toyota system', 'Japanese manufacturing',
world class manufacturing' and 'continuous flow manufacturing'.
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2.2

ffistory and Development of JIT Manufacturing
Although many elements of JIT manufacturing were present in Ford's assembly line

in the 1930's JIT as a manufacturing process was not refined until the 1970s by Toyota
Motors. Springing form Japan's post World War II goal of full employment through
industrialization, Japanese manufacturers imported technology to avoid heavy R & D
expenditures and focused on improving the production process. Their aim was to increase
product quality and reliability, Tai-ichi Ohno established Toyota as leaders in quality and
delivery time through the implementation of JIT. This position was gained due to a
commitment to two philosophies: elimination of waste and respect for people.
Total Quality Manufacturing experts, Deming and Juran, are responsible for
pushing North American manufacturers to adopt JIT philosophies. JIT gained world
prominence as North American manufacturers modified JIT principles to fit into their top
down planning and manufacturing systems approach.
There are strong cultural aspects associated with the emergence of JIT in Japan. The
development of JIT within the Toyota production plants did not occur independently of
these strong cultural influences. The Japanese work ethic is one of these factors. The work
ethic emerged shortly after World War II and was seen as an integral part of the Japanese
economic success. It is the prime motivation factor behind the development of superior
management techniques that are becoming the best in the world. The Japanese work ethic
involves the following concept;
(1) Workers are highly motivated to seek constant improvement upon that which
already exists. Although high standards are currently being met, there exist even higher
standards to achieve.
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(2) Companies focus on group effort, which involves the combining of talents and
sharing knowledge, problem-solving skills, ideas and the achievement of a common goal.
(3) Work itself takes precedence over leisure. It is not unusual for a Japanese
employee to work 14-hour days. This contrasts greatly when compared to the Western
emphasis on time available for leisure activities.
(4) Employees tend to remain with one company throughout the course of their
career span. This allows the opportunity for them to show their skills and abilities at a
constant rate while offering numerous benefits to the company. These benefits manifest
themselves in employee loyalty, low turnover costs and fulfillment of company goals.
(5) There exists a high degree of group consciousness and sense of equality among
the Japanese, The Japanese are a homogeneous race where individual differences are not
exploited or celebrated.
In addition, TIT also emerged as a means of obtaining the highest levels of usage
out of limited resources available. Faced with constraints, the Japanese worked toward
attainment of the optimal cost/quality relationship in their manufacturing processes. This
involves reducing wasted and using materials and resources in the most efficient manner
possible. The input of sustained effort over a long period of time within the framework of
continuous improvement is the key. This is achieved by a focus on a continuous stream of
small improvements known as Kaizen.
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2.3

Elements of DT Manufacturing
flT manufacturing consists of several components or elements, which must be

integrated together to function in harmony to achieve the flT goals. These elements
essentially include the human resources and the production, purchasing, manufacturing,
planning and organizing functions of an organization. In short, these elements can be
grouped together with three main building blocks and several helping modules as follows:
Three Main Building Blocks:
(1)

Takt time (pace of production =pace of sales)

(2)

Continuous Flow (one piece) and Cellular layout

(3)

Pull system for material delivery (Kanban)

2.3.1

Takt Time
The first component of Just-In-Time is Takt time. The difference between Takt time

and cycle time must be clearly understood.
Takt Time is based on the pace of sales. No product is built in the factory without an
order. This basic principle differs from a forecast that predicts the pace of sales.
Cycle time is the actual work time for a given process. Ideally this time is close to
the Takt or may even be above the Takt time based on volume and variety of the product
mixture.
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Takt time = Number of seconds
Number of unit

''Takt" is the German word for musical meter, which came into Japan in the
1930's when the Japanese were learning aircraft production from German aerospace
engineers.
Takt time is the tool to link production to the customer by matching the pace of
production to the pace of actual final sales. First, you calculate actual Takt times for each
product and part. Then you use the time required for each product and part to determine the
time that should be allotted to each actual process in the entire production line.
Simply, Takt Time is the rate of customer demand. How often the customer
requires one finished item. Takt time is used to design assembly and pacemaker processes,
to access production conditions, to calculate pitch, to develop containers and routes for
material handing, to determine problem-response requirements, and so on. Takt is the
heartbeat of a lean system.
2.3.2

Continuous Flow (one piece)
One-piece flow (also commonly referred to as continuous flow manufacturing) is a

technique used to manufacture components in a cellular environment. The cell is an area
where everything that is needed to process the part is within easy reach, and no part is
allowed to go to the next operation until the previous operation has been completed.
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The goals of one-piece flow are: to make one part at a time correctly all the time to
achieve this without unplanned interruptions to achieve this without lengthy queue times.
Facts and Concepts
(1)

Tasks are reduced to their simplest components.

(2)

Opportunities for machine or operator error are reduced.

(3)

Done correctly, there is a continuous flow of activity between the shop operators

and manufactured product.
(4)

This is a generative manufacturing method created to continuously increase output,

improve quality, and grow sales and profits, without the need for constantly enlarging
production or support staff.
(5)

One-piece flow is and extremely efficient way to manufacture goods, provided the

correct physical structures have been set up to support its particular needs.
Flow Manufacturing VS Batch Production
The opposite of one-piece flow is large-lot production. Although many Companies
produce goods in large lots or batches, that approach to production builds delays into the
process. No items can move on to the next process until all the items in the lot have been
processed. The larger the lot, the longer the items sit and wait between processes.
Large lot production can lower a company's profitability in several ways:
(1)

The lead time between customer orders and delivery of products is lengthened.

(2)

Labor, energy, and space are required to store and transport products

(3)

The chances for product damage and/or deterioration are increased
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One-piece flow production can help solve these problems:
(1)

Customers can receive a flow of products with less delay.

(2)

Risks for damage, deterioration, or obsolescence are lowered.

(3)

It allows for the discovery of other problems so that they can be addressed.

(4)

It drives continuous improvement by eliminating inventory relied upon to address

problems.
Balanced Flow
In principle, it is best to start Lean Manufacturing improvements as close as possible to the
customer. That would mean taking the "next process is your customer" approach to all
activities. This is called vertical development of Lean Manufacturing improvements-lateral
improvements are when they are moved to other products.
Many think of leveling as leveling out two factors-capacity and lead. For Lean
Manufacturing improvement, leveling means thorough! y leveling out product types and
volumes in accordance with customer needs. Begin by breaking down the production
output into small (usually daily units). Then compare the daily volume of product with the
operating hours and calculate how many minutes it should take to tum out each product
unit. This unit production is "cycle time".(Cheng 1993).

Standardized Work
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Standard work, is a term used o systematize how a part is processed, and includes
man-machine interactions and studies of human motion. Operations are safely carried out
with all tasks organized in the best known sequence and by using the most effective
combination of resources:
(1)

People

(2)

Materials

(3)

Methods

(4)

Machines

Facts and Concepts
(1) Manufacturing engineers break down each operation into small pieces, making certain
that each worker is given all the tools to make the part quickly and with the highest quality.
(2) The process is documented in writing, with photographs and video, and examples

of

defective products nearby. This is done to eliminate errors that waste time and money, and
ensure reproducibility from operator-to-operator.
(3) One of the challenges of senior management is to ensure that everyone in the
organization understands the challenges of the marketplace, accepts the performance
metrics, and believes in the company's values, mission, and vision.
(4) Standardization must occur not on1y within the area, but across the entire plant as well.
This will include paint and color standards for safety elements, equipment operation
instructions, floor markings, building interior and exterior, material, etc. By creating
standards and defining procedures, there will be commonality across the entire
organization.
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Benefits
Successful standardization of work processes helps assure high quality products,
proud workers, satisfied customers, workplace safety, and strong factory cost performance.
Reducing variation in the shop floor environment leads to remarkable productivity
improvements.
Continuous Improvement
The transition to a lean environment does not occur overnight. A continuous
improvement mentality is necessary to reach your company's goals. The term "continuous
improvement" means incremental improvement of products, processes, or services over
time, with the goal of reducing waste to improve workplace functionality, customer service,
or product performance (Sekine 1992). Continuous improvement principles, as practiced by
the most devoted manufacturers, result in astonishing improvements in performance that
competitors find nearly impossible to achieve. Lean production, applied correctly, results in
the ability of an organization to learn. As in any organization, mistakes will always be
made. However, mistakes are not usually repeated because this is a form of waste that the
lean production philosophy and its methods seek to eliminate.
Cellular Manufacturing
Cellular manufacturing is an approach that helps build a variety of products with as
little waste as possible. Equipment and workstations are arranged in a sequence that
supports a smooth flow of materials and components through the process.
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(1) A cell consists of the people and the machines or workstations required for performing
the steps in a process or process segment, with the machines arranged in the processing
sequence.
(2) Arranging people and equipment into cells helps companies achieve two important
goals of lean manufacturing one-piece flow and high-variety production.
(3) High-Variety Production: Given the fact that customers expect variety and
customization, as well as specific quantities delivered at a specific time, it is necessary to
remain flexible enough to serve their needs. Cellular manufacturing offers companies the
flexibility to give customers the variety they want. It dies this by grouping similar products
into families that can be processed on the same equipment in the same sequence. It also
encourages companies to shorten the time required for changeover between products. This
eliminates a major reason for making products in large lots that changeovers take too long
to change the product type frequently.
(4) Converting a factory to cellular manufacturing means eliminating waste from processes
as well as from operations.
(5) Cellular manufacturing can help make your company more competitive by cutting out
costly transport and delay, shortening the production lead time, saving factory space that
can be used for other value-adding purposes, and promoting continuous improvement by
forcing the company to address problems that block low-inventory production.
(6) Cellular manufacturing (Ono 1988) helps employees by strengthening the company's
competitiveness, which helps support job security. It also makes daily production work go
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smoother by removing the clutter of WIP inventory, reducing transport and handling,
reducing the walking required and addressing causes of defects and machine problems.
Common benefits associated with cellular manufacturing include:
(a) WIP reduction
(b) Space utilization

(c) Lead time reduction
(d) Productivity improvement
(e) Quality improvement
(f) Enhanced teamwork and communication

(g) Enhanced flexibility and visibility
Flexible Resources
Employees working together are cross-trained so they can bring flexibility and
efficiency to the work cell. TIT layouts allow employees to work together so they can tell
each other about problems and opportunities for improvement.
2.3.3

Pull System for Material Delivery (Kanban)

Pull VS Push
The concept of pull in ITT production means to respond to the pull, or demand of
where it is needed just as it is needed. ill manufacturers design their operations to respond
to the ever-changing requirements of customers by pulling material through the system I
very small lots just as it is needed. Those able to produce to the pull of customers do not
need to manufacture goods that traditional batch-and-queue manufacturers must rely on.
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The planning for delivery of product to customers is less troublesome, and demand
becomes more stable if customers have confidence in knowing that they can get what they
want when they want it.
A Push system dumps orders on the next downstream workstation regardless of
timeliness and resource availability. Push systems are the antithesis of IlT.
Kanban is a Japanese word that means "instruction card" Kanbans are manual pull
devices that allow an efficient means to transfer parts from one department to another and
automatically reorder products using minimum/maximum inventory levels. A Kanban is a
signal, such as an empty container returned to the start of the assembly line, that signals the
need for replenishment of materials to a user.
(1) Kanbans are used in "pull" manufacturing systems, where product is manufacturedto
the pull of market-driven demand.
(2) Kanban systems must be convenient and easy to use.
(3) Pull systems react to needs, they don't anticipate them.
(4) Successfully deployed Kanbans deliver the right amount of material to the right place
exactly when it is needed.
(5) Several pull techniques can be used for different products at the same worksite.
(6) Great speed can be achieved in manufacturing, and product is not manufactured when a
need does not exist.
(7) A Kanban or pull system means providing the workers with what they need when they
need it-tools, software, capital equipment, access, feedback. Or the opportunity to
participate.
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(8) Kanbans or cards are used when the move time and distance between producing and
consuming departments are significant.
(a)

Each card controls a specific quantity of parts

(b)

Cards are returned to the producing department after parts are consumed triggering

production of the next batch
(c)

Single card systems are used when the products are able to be resupplied prior to

running out
(d)

Multiple card systems are used if the producing worksite produces several products

or if the lot size is different from the move size.
Six Operational Rules of Kanban
(1)

Defective parts must not be passed on to the following process.

(2)

The following process goes to the preceding process to withdraw parts (pull

system).
(3)

The quantity of parts produces must be equal to the quantity of parts withdrawn by

the following process.
(4)

Parts are not to be produced or conveyed when there is no Kanban.

(5)

Kanban must be attached to the parts.

(6)

The number of parts must be the same as specified by the Kanban.

Determining the Number of Kanban Cards or Containers.
The number of Kanban cards, or containers, in a flT system sets the amount of
authorized inventory. To determine the number of containers moving back and forth
between the using area and the producing areas, management first sets the size of each
container. Computing the lot size, using a model such as the production order quantity
model does this. Setting the number of containers involves knowing:
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(1)

Lead-time needed to produce a container of parts.

(2)

The amount of safety stock needed to account for variability or uncertainty in the

system
The number of Kanban cards is computed as follows:

Number of Kanban(Container) =Demand during lead time+ Safety stock
Size of container

Kanban Production Control System
A Kanban is a card that is attached to a storage and transport container. It identifies
the part number and container capacity, along with other information. There are two types
ofKanban.
(1)

Production Kanban: signals the need to produce more parts

(2)

Transport Kanban: signals the need to deliver more parts to the next work center

(also called a "move Kanban" or a "withdraw Kanban")
A Kanban system is a pull-system, in which the Kanban is used to pull parts to the
next production stage when they are needed; a MRP system (or any schedule-based system)
is a push system, in which a detailed production schedule for each part is used to push parts
to the next production stage when scheduled. The weakness of a push system (MRP) is that
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customer demand must be forecast and production lead times must be estimated. Bad
guesses (forecasts or estimates) result in excess inventory, and the longer the lead time, the
more room for error. The weakness of a pull system (Kanban) is that following the TIT
production philosophy is essential, especially concerning the elements of short setup times
and small lot sizes.
Productivity Improvement with Kanban
(1)

Deliberately remove buffer inventory (and/or workers) by removing Kanban from

the system
(2)

Observe and record problems (accidents, machine breakdowns, defective products

or materials, production process out of control)
(3)

Take corrective action to eliminate the cause of the problems

2.4 Other Helping Modules:
(1)

nDOKA

(2)

Continuous improvements or Kaizen

2.4.1

Jidoka
The basic rule of nDOKA is do not pass defective parts on to the next workstation

inspect within each process and fix the defect or the problem at the source. Adopt a
customer philosophy where the next process or department is your customer.
Quality feedback is immediate and easily recognizable at the source. Defects are visible at
the source and can be easily identified and contained, thus large batches of defective
material are not produced.
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St. Gabriel's Library, Au'

This is practical and common sense approach to quality management. When Jidoka
is used in conjunction with one-piece flow, scrap costs can be minimized and high-quality
products can be produced.
All people are responsible for the quality in the process and have the responsibility
to correct the problem. If anyone cannot correct the problem, then stop the process or
machine and solve the problem.
Jidoka is made up of three main building blocks:
(1)

Autonomation: The discipline of shutting down a process if either a machine or an

operator detects that something about the process is abnormal. The examples are as follows:
(a)

GO/NOGO gauge which will not allow the wrong parts to be set into the machine.

(b)

Poka Yoke means error proofing and describes the integration of "fool proof'

devices that ensure quality in the process.
(2)

Andon: A Japanese term for alarm, display or signal used to show

production status. Andon utilizes both audio and visual signals. This is basically a warning
system that is an integral part of the manufacturing process. In the final assembly line the
operator to signal a problem in the process uses the Andon cord. The operator can indicate
problems exist and a light will display the station on a large visual board. The boards are
conveniently located to support manufacturing personnel so they can respond quickly to the
production line or an equipment problem.
(3)

Visual Control: The placement in plain view of all tools, parts, production

activities, and indicators of production system performance so

the status of the system

can be understood at a glance by everyone involved.
The intent of a visual factory is that the whole workplace is set-up with signs,
labels, color-coded markings, etc such that anyone unfamiliar with the process can in a
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matter of minutes, know what is going on, understand the process, and know what is being
dine correctly and what is out of place.
Facts and Concepts
There are two types of application in visual factory: displays and controls.
(1)

A visual display relates information and data to employees in the area. For example,

charts showing the monthly revenues of the company or a graphic depiction a certain type
of quality issue that group members should be aware of.
(2)

A visual control is intended to actually control or guide the action of the group

members. Examples of controls are readily apparent in society: stop signs, handicap
parking signs, no smoking signs, etc.
(3)

This is in contrast to previous workplace rules, which dictated that performance data

should be retained as "management secrets" for the sole consumption of managers who
knew what do with the numbers.
(4)

Visual controls describe workplace safety, production throughput, material flow,

quality metrics, or other information.
(5)

The most important benefit of a visual factory is that it shows when something is

out of place or missing.
(6)

Visual displays and controls help keep things running as efficiently as they were

designed to run. The efficient design of the production process that results from lean
manufacturing application carries with it a set of assumptions. The process will be as
successful as it was designed to be as long as the assumptions hold true. A factory with
expansive visual display and control application will allow employees to immediately know
when one of the assumptions has not held true.
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(7)

Audio signals in the factory are also very important because they signal

malfunctioning equipment, sound warnings before the start of machine operation, or other
useful information.
(8)

Visual management is an important support for cellular manufacturing. Visual

management techniques express information in a way that can be understood quickly
everyone.
(9)

Sharing information through visual tools helps keep production running smoothly

and safely. Shop floor teams are often involved in devising and implementing these tools
through SS and other improvement activities.
(10)

Visual information can also help prevent mistakes. Color coding is a form of visual

display often used to prevent errors. Shaded "pie slices" on a dial gauge tell the viewer
instantly when the needle is out of the safe range. Matching color marks is another
approach that can help people use the right tool or assemble the right part.
Examples of Visual Applications
(1)

Color-coded pipes and wires.

(2)

Painted floor areas for good stock, scrap, trash, etc.

(3)

Shadow board for parts and tools.

(4)

Indicator lights.

(5)

Workgroup display boards with charts, metrics, procedures, etc.

(6)

Production status boards.

(7)

Direction of flow indicators.

2.4.2

Continuous Improvement or Kaizen
The Japanese use the word kaizen to describe this ongoing process of unending

improvement-the setting and achieving ever-higher goals (Imai 1986).
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Kaizen Principles
(1)

Get rid of old assumptions.

(2)

Don't look for excuses, find ways to make it happen.

(3)

Do not accept things the way that they are now.

(4)

Don't worry about being perfect even if you only get it half-right, start now.

(1)

It doesn't always cost money to do kaizen.

(2)

Good ideas come when the going gets toughest.

(3)

Ask why five times to get the root cause.

(4)

Never stop doing Kaizen.

Kaizen Process
Firstly, the Kaizen process start with mapping things as they are, measure high
performance, remove or eliminate the non-value-added work. After that relocate the layout
as one-price-flow with re-measuring the performance. At last, acknowledge and
congratulate the result to involved people.
2.5 Implementation Strategy for JIT
Production System
A number of strategies have appeared in the literature for implementing a JIT
production system. One implementation strategy requires a ten phase project plan. These
ten phases include:
Preparation and Commitment Top management must learn what JIT requires in
terms of resources and how they stand to benefit from JIT systems. Top management must
then make a commitment to implement JIT throughout the organization. All employees and
managers must then learn their roles in a JIT system, and top management must motivate
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them to be willing participants in the change that will be necessary to convert to a JIT
production system.

Systems Investigation Data must be collected on the necessary production
activities required to manufacture products. All production system input (i.e., labor,
materials, and equipment) and output (i.e., finished products, subassemblies, etc.) must be
defined. Simple charting of production activities can be used to help understand the
material flow and production effort. These charts can then be used to identity waste and
needless complexity that can be removed. Additional steps at this phase might include
reducing the variety of products and their options to achieve uniform product designs, and
increasing the use of interchangeable parts to reduce inventory and complexity. These
actions help to streamline product design efforts, production planning, and control, and
simplify setup time reduction activities.

Formation of lines This phase involves the designing of flexible and mixed model
lines capable of balancing the customer demand needs with the need for mix fluctuations.
The workforce size and the mix of types of labor must be determined to define the line
flow, sequence the operations along the lines, establish work centers, assign worker tasks
and tools. The driving force for the formation of lines must be cycle time requirements to
meet customer demand.

Formation of Celts To form a GT cell or any type of production cell we must start
with the products that it will produce. This phase consists of establishing part families, and
subsequent cells and fabrication lines for their production. Parts that do not fit into any part
family should be redesigned or subcontracted. Once the product or product families are
defined, the necessary production system requirements from Phase 2 can be arranged to
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achieve cycle time goals. Minimizing distance and movement within the cell is a major
objective.
Layout Design This phase involves the proper location of subassembly, assembly,
fabrication, and machining lines. The objective of layout design is to minimize inventory
traveling distance and material handling costs. In some situations this involves balancing
the flexibility provided by human resources versus the less flexible, more expensive, but
faster automated material handling systems. The use of U- or C-shaped cells is often used
because of their usefulness in minimizing the distances between machines, increasing
flexibility, enhancing group effort, and providing for better communication among workers.
Lead Time Reduction In this phase we seek to reduce wasted lead time in machine
operations, setup, waiting, and conveyance times. We might start by identifying processes
with long lead times and breaking the process activities down to identify wasted activities
that cause lead time. A team of workers observing a video tape of themselves performing
their jobs during a production process is sometimes a useful way of obtaining suggestions
on wasteful lead time effort related to processes, methods, or use of tools. At this phase,
activities might include cutting lot sizes to see the lead time impact on work centers, using
shorter conveyance lines to cut conveyance times, and reducing work center areas to
facilitate communication and conveyance times.
Building System Stability The objective of this phase is to achieve a quality of
consistency or stability in both products and system through preventive maintenance. By
providing preventive maintenance that keeps the production system operating, the quality
of production and the efficiency of the operation remains high. Employees are asked to
perform routine and preventive maintenance activities to ensure consistency in both what
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they produce and when they produce it. This helps the system to maintain a stable level of
production capacity by avoiding machine, line, or cell downtime.
Integrating a Pull System It is necessary to integrate all of a JIT production

operation to obtain maximum JIT benefits. One of the best methods of integrating a JIT
production system is with a Kanban card system. The pull signals generated by Kanban
cards are highly visible and act to motivate the production function in a JIT operation to
take place. To implement a Kanban card system requires a determination of locations for
communication areas and stock points. Where computer control is desired to monitor
inventory or control production activities, Kanbans can be sent electronically to work
centers via computer terminals.
Supplier Integration This phase might involve training suppliers on how to use

Kanbans, or training them on many of the other JIT aspects of the purchaser-supplier
relationship. The objective is to bring the suppliers into the planning process so they will
know their future role and what is expected of them.
Continual Improvement Gradual change of an operation toward a JIT production

system will take continual motivation and training for all the people involved in system
implementation. To help maintain and promote a climate for JIT improvement the
organization should establish programs for ongoing education and training of employees, to
help instill positive work attitudes, cultivate a group or team effort philosophy, and develop
performance measures for achieving JIT goals.
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III.

THE EXISTING JIT PROCESS OF TOYOTA PLANT THAILAND (TPT)

Toyota plant Thailand (TP1) have two factories; one is located in Samrong district,
Samutprakam province, the other is located in Gateway City Industrial Estate,
Chachoengsao province. This report is studied in only Toyota plant in Gateway City
Industrial Estate in Cahchoengsao province.
-Toyota Plant in Gateway City Industrial estate, Chachoengsao province has the total area
of 690 Rais. TPT has established since 1997 as Figure 3.1.

(f:'lOYOTA

Profile
.Grand Openning

.on April 25, 1997
Location
.Gateway Industrial estate,
Plang Yao, Chachaoengsao

.~

1,000,000 M2

.current Products
.soluna, Corolla, Camry, Wish

Figure 3.1.

TPT profile.

This factory takes responsibility in manufacturing the Toyota cars in many models
such as: Soluna Vios, Collora, Camry and Wish. These models are not sales only in local
but also exports to Asian counties as well. The order from Asian countries have to send the
order requirements in details to the computerized system in Singapore as a hub of region.
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Singapore computerized system will analyze the order priority such as inventories, rush
order, options and etc. to match the production capacity and production line in Toyota plant
in Thailand.
They concern in major 2 parts of processes:
(1)

Manufacturing Process: Input from suppliers and in processes of automobile

manufacturing. JIT is a very important system because there are minimum 6,300 parts per
model for assemble. Some assembly parts manufacturers are located in Gateway industrial
estate that much easy to control the parts delivery. But some of them are located in other
locations that Toyota have to control their delivery system by using JIT.
(2)

Finished Product: TPT applied JIT from plantation or input side to output side that

means they have to control the delivery finished product to their dealers on time, right
model, right color and right option. It is not only sales in local but also exports to Asian
countries: Malaysia, Singapore and Philippines.
JITin TPT
TPT applied JIT system from Head Quarter in Japan as a global policy. Each plants
have to implement and applied this system to take most advantage in each productions. The
principle of JIT is one of 5 activities which are to be worked together; JIDOKA, KAIZEN,
HEJUNKA, Standardized Work and JIT
JIDOKA: It means "defects can not be allowed". Jidoka can refer to equipment

automatically stopping under abnormal conditions, such as when a machine breaks or
problems arise. This eliminates the need for the operators to constantly watch over each
machine.
Jidoka is also used when a team member encounters a problem in his or her work
station. Team members are responsible for correcting the problem. If they cannot, they can
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call attention to the problem by pulling on an Andon Cord. Pulling the cord causes the work
station's number to light up the Andon board. That, in tum, signal the team leader to check
out the problem while the line is still in motion. If the team leader is unable to solve the
problem, the line stops automatically at the next fixed position marking the end of an
individual process (In TPT, cost of one line stopped is 9,000 baht/minute). Once the
problem is fixed, the line restarts.
KAIZEN: It means a continuous improvement and minimized the defects as much

as possible. The ideal of this system is "Zero Defect". 5s is a part of this system; Sorting,
Storage, Shining, Standardizing and Sustaining. This activity is allowed all human
resources in every level can propose their innovative ideas. TPT use the innovation contest
to improve this activity.
HEJUNKA:

It means the production leveling. TPT control all work load in

average in every production line. The distribution of the production of different kinds of
items evenly throughout the day and week to allocate work evenly and thereby use
resources optimally. Levelled production reduce MURA, a Japanese word translated as
"fluctuation". As well, steady flows ensure that team members and equipments are always
kept busy but not overburdened. This means that dangerous mental or physical burden is
never placed on team members, thus eliminating MURI, or work that is "difficult to do".
Standardized Work: This activity can control the finished product in the same

standard because the control standardized in every production line or in every assembly
line. Training before working in real assembly line is very important. So that every workers
can work in the same standard either the worker is new comer or existing worker. The
sequencing of each operation so that it takes place in the most logical manner at the most
logical time. Standardized work provides detailed, step-by-step guidelines for every job and
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helps maintain productivities, quality and safety at high levels. An important element of
standardized work is Takt time, a way to link the pace of work in every process to the pace
of sales. Known as a pulse of Toyota Production System (TPS), Takt refers to the rate of
production, and is quantified as the quotient of daily working hours divided by the number
of vehicle orders TPT needs to fulfill each day. At the same time, standardized does not
mean inflexible. In fact, standards are the very thing that gives TPS flexibility. Standard
makes KAIZEN and creativity possible because a standard only remains one until it is
improved.

JIT (JUST IN TIME): In principle, there are 3 major elements of llT manufacturing
system:

=pace of sales)

(1)

Takt time (pace of production

(2)

Continuous flow (one piece) and Cellular layout

(3)

Pull system for material delivery (Kanban)
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LEAN Manufacturing Kev Term : 1) Just In Time (JIT)

@TOYOTA

Just In Time :

• what is needed
• when it is needed
• in the amount needed

• Management philosophy
• "Pull" system through the plant

• Attack waste dime, inventory, scrapJ
• Exposes problem and bottlenecks
•Achieves streamlined production

• Employee participation
• Industrial engineering1basics
• Continuing improvement
·Total quality control
• Small lot sizes

• Stable environment

Figure 3.2.

Lean Manufacturing Key Term (Il1).

TPT try to develop the Kanban system. Kanban is the paper or instruction card
which records all production information. In the past, Kanban was recorded and sent by
manual. The workers had to check Kanban information in the end of every production line
which the Kanban was inserted in the production post.
Presently, TPT uses the computerized system to get information from each Kanban.
Each Kanban has their ID number or bar code to identify its instruction and information as
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3.

Kanban Card(Barcode).

The computer in TPT will classify the information and instruction from each
Kanban then send information and instruction to every production line. The Kanban
instruction will be linked to 3 major parts of production system: supplier, warehouse and
production line as Figure 3.4.
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TPT Production System.

On the other hand, TPT develop the system to minimized the delivery lead time by
using" MILK RUN 2001 "system as Figure 3.5 from the suppliers. Toyota Tsusho is TPT's
contractor for arranging the logistic system. The system includes the minimized lead time
in paying system by computerize which so called "e-payment". So that, TPT will develop
Kanban system to be "e-Kanban" within next year. The computer and system innovation
such as EDI (Electronic Data Integration) will be used. TPT's suppliers will communicate
and get the instruction from Kanban faster through the technology.
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LEAN Manufacturing Required Elements : Work With VendonovmA
Milk Run:
_ L ___ ---
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Milk Run 2001
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Vendor

_\,-~ , A:

1 delivery/day

~

Vendor
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-

------
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• High Loading Efficiency
• High Frequency
• Reduce No. of Trucks

Figure 3.5.

Milk Run System.

As mentioned above, the finished products are delivered to dealers on time with a
right information. TPT integrated the input system to the out put system in the similar way
such as: the milk run system to deliver the cars to dealers who have the same way along the
route as Figure 3.6.
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LEAN Manufacturing Required Elements : Deal With CustomepvmA
Reduce Lead Time:

New Trailer:

"DELIVERY SY CLUSTER CONCEPT"

B

k Cenlral
1.0

Figure 3.6.

North Nolih&sl Soull!
2.2

2.0

2.7

Car Delivery to Dealers and Truck Management.

TPT allows all workers level in organization (both Top down and Bottom up)
propose their idea as an innovative contest. For example, the truck which used to send 6
cars in each delivery. But the new idea can provide more truck space to send 8 cars in each
delivery as Figure 3.6.
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IV.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE AUTOMOBILE QUALITY UNDER JIT

In the year 2000, TPT prepared to expand their sales exported to Asian

countries. So, they developed the manual Kanban to barcode Kanban and sorted by
computer which was more faster and decreased operation costs as table 4.1. TPT have
never stopped development (Kaisen) in Kanban system, they develop e-Kanban in early
2004 and will be fully operated in 2005 which will be connected with all suppliers.

Table 4.1.

TPT Production Improvement.
Year 1999
Before use
Kanban Sorter

2000
After use Kanban
Sorter

Production Volume
(Units/year)

20,000

24,000

150,000

Part No.
(work-in-process
inventory) (items)

2,500

2,700

6,400

Kanban Sorter(ManHour per month)

1,920

480

-

Kanban operation cost
(Baht/year)

800,000

660,000

-

Handling Inventory
Cost plus sunk cost
(Baht/Part no./year)

12,000

4,800

3,750

Sunk
cost/Year(Mill.Baht)

30

13

24
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2004
After use eKanban

4.1 Improvement in sales.
As mentioned in previous chapter, TPT manufacture to both local and Asian
countries. Singapore is a computer hub for analyzing sales information and report back
to all factories. The information from Singapore will synchronize with JIT system in
Toyota plant around this region. Each plant will produce automobiles to meet changes
in demand avoids the costs of unwanted inventory during a decrease in demand and
avoids the costs of missed sales during an increase in demand.
TPT started production Soluna in 1996, domestic sales was very successful but
unfortunately the economic crisis pulled the sales dropped in sharp tum. In 1999, TPT
started production Collora Altis model which was very successful in domestic sales until
2001. TPT started production a very success model again, Soluna Vios, in 2002. Vios can
be sold in both domestic and export. See Figure 4.1.

@TOYOTA

2004 f 04 Excellence safety health &
working environment award
(MOL}

2004 / 01 Thailand Labor Stand•rd
2003(MOL}

Figure 4.1.

Key Events of TPT production.
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A successful event of Soluna Vios, so that, TPT had to develop Kanban system by
using barcode and sorted by computer then production capacity and sales were increased
dramatically.
From Figure 4.2, after TPT production improvement since 2001, Domestic market
share of TPT was increased from 24% to 35% and forecast to 44% in 2006. The domestic
market share will be increased because TPT improve their production system such as: in
2000 TPT use barcode Kanban and sorted by computer. In 2005, the e-Kanban will be
started implement.
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@TOYOTA
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P/C Sales TMT vs Competitor

Comparing with their direct competitor, Honda Car, after using barcode Kanban
TPT can defeated their competitor successfully.
In figure 4.4, we can notice that the policy from H/Q try to emphasize the export

portion because the globalization while the growth rate of domestic sales increases in
satisfied level. TPT have developed the e-Kanban since 2004 to prepare their export
markets which increase dramatically.
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Figure 4.4.

Domestic and Export Comparison.

4.2 Improvement in production, inventory management
Figure 4.5, The TPT have total space 1,000,000 sq.m. and the factory area is
separated in many departments:

Assembly, Resin, Press, Welding and Painting

department(or called shop or line). In each shop, it has its own stations to assemble the
parts.
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Figure 4.5.

TPT Factory Lay-Out.

For example: Assemble shop may have 10 stations, each station has one worker
works on his own station in the Takt time limited. All spared parts have to be ordered and
sent to each station

with the right information and on time. In Figure 3.3, TPT use the

barcode Kanban instead of manual Kanban so they can reduce the part delivery time or
Takt time as shown. We can notice that the parts or inventory department required a very
small area if compared with others.
For example; TPT produce 50 automobile, they have engines in work in process only
50 units. That means TPT can save cost of inventory, space of the factory to keep the
engines stock. The other sample is seating, TPT keep seating stock only 15 units, the reason
of this is seating takes more inventory spaces and fortunately, the seating manufacturer is
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located in the same industrial estate. So that they can deliver seating to TPT as a milk run
concept. In table 4.1, the figure shows that the work-in-process inventory or parts no.(ln
1999) will be decreased from 12.5% compared with production volume to 11.26% compared
with production volume after TPT using Kanban sorter in 2000 and dramatically decreased
to 4.3% by the year 2004 after using e-Kanban. (under development). In table 4.1, the figure
shows that it is not reduced only work-in-process inventory but reduced also inventory sunk
cost 65.75% from 1999. On the other hand, production volume will be increased 650% from
1999 but sunk cost will be increased only 6 million bath/year or decreased 20% compared
with sunk cost in 1999.
In 2005, TPT will continue developing the information transferring not only within
their plant but also to the suppliers by using computer technology such as browser or EDI
(Electronics Data Integration). Not only data transferring but the payment will be developed
to be the e-payment also. So that, the delivery lead time will be reduced in minimized.
The factory lay-out is the most important in IlT as Figure A.1. The production lead
time can be reduced to be minimum if the lay out is designed to meet with the system. TPT
used the U-Shaped production design and Kanban post is located as a heart of system.
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4.3

Improvement in Human resources
In Figure 4.6, TPT set their organization related to their production which contains

of: Plan manager who control the whole plant, plant administration, 2 plant production
mangers and quality control manger. Each manager control their departments. The total
workers of TPT are almost 3,000 people (including the temporally workers). The number of
workers will be related to the sales forecast as Figure 4.7, the number of workers will be
also related directly to the pace of sales which is calculated by Takt time.

ORGANIZATION AND EMPLOYEES
Production Operation
Cbntrol

32per.

Pl.,.Admilllstration

41per.

Main!enancc & Utility

103 per.

STG

Press

r;:~::

3 pcr.

118 per.
717 per.
273 per.

204 per.

Plan! Mgr. : Mr. Y. Mislrima
Doputy Phnl Mgr. : Mr.EkaclW R.

Assembly

Executive Mana~ment Cbordinator:
Mr.H Ishikawa

828 per.

214per.

Quality Cbntrol Engmeering
Packing Shop

Total G/W Plant (28/04/04)

Figure 4.6.

392 per.

2925 per.

TPT Organization Chart.

The temporally workers are well-trained as the permanent workers because the
standardized work is set as one of 5 activities of the lean production. TPT also allow
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temporally workers create their innovation idea to compete in the innovation contest which
is allowed workers in every levels to do so.

@TOYOTA

TPT Manpower
Employee (persons)

~
1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Figure 4.7.

2001

2002

2003

---

-

Temporary
Direct
Indirect shop floor
Office & MGR

2004

TPT Manpower.

Before the new model started, the line manger who was trained already will replace
his subordinate and the subordinate will be trained also. The line manager can replace every
work station which his subordinate was being trained. The prototype of each model will be
tested in production tested line by 2 or 3 weeks to make sure that the defectives will not be
occurred. TPT have the on the job training or skill trained during the line production. For
example, the workers who control the switch panel, they will be trained to control in the
sample panel board before they work in the real production line as Figure 4.8.
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The worker Mr.A will control his work station with his own skill under the Takt
time and standardized work which is set before. If Mr.A has a problem in his own line, he
will warn by using Andon.

LEAN Manufacturing Key Term : 5) Standardized Work (Cant;oTA

Example : Each operator must proceed his job within TAKT TIME

'Station

Figure 4.8.

Workstation.

In Table 4.1, in 2000 after TPT using Kanban sorter, it can be reduced the man-hour
per month 75% and will be one hundred percent after using e-Kanban. The Kanban
operation cost was decreased 17.5% per year and will be one hundred percent after using eKanban because there has no cost of paper, bar code, sorter and etc.
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1

Conclusion
fu 1PT, IlT is one of 5 activities of lean manufacturing achievement as a way of the

efficiency of both production and deliver finished product to dealers, its major advantage
was the dramatic reduction of stocks of raw materials and work in progress which
mentioned in chapter 4. This gives a number of other advantages, such as reductions in
space needed, lower warehousing costs, less investment in stocks, and so on. 1PT have
improvement after developing IlT continuously, especially developing e-Kanban, in 2004.
1PT develop Kanban system from manual to e-Kanban (barcode system) by using
computer read barcode on e-Kanban, then sorter will post each Kanban to each department.
The other development is Milk Run system, 1PT develop the parts delivery and finished
product delivery to their dealers by using the Milk Run concept. The parts are delivered to
1PT plant on time and less stock, this advantage can reduce the stock yard or space to stock
parts and finally, the finished products. This development can create many direct benefits to
1PT are improvement on sales( increased from 28% in 2001 to 35% in 2003), production

(increased 650% in 2004), inventory management (reduced 20% in 2004) and human
resource(reduced man hour/month in kanban operation department 75% and will be 100%
in 2004.)
The most important are their strong team work, continuous improvement and
accepted the innovation ideas by all worker level, such as 1PT have an innovative contest
which allow all worker level to create their idea in competition. For example, the truck
development contest. The winner is the worker who work with the logistic department
proposed his idea that the truck should be redesigned as the Figure 3.6.
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5.2

Recommendations

Firstly, the study presents that TPT is a very good sample for a high quality
manufacturer using IlT to produce a high quality product. The major key point of TPT
successful is a high discipline in human resource, good team work, their innovative idea
and continuous improvement. For example, the improvement of Kanban to e-Kanban
system, Milk run system and etc. In this report, TPT develop and concentrate in Kanban
system only. If TPT can develop all system to be computerized such as: e-order, e-invoice,
e-banking transaction and etc. they will get more advantages and improvements.
But it is not suitable for every manufacturer or company because some advantages
of JIT can only bought a high price. Making high quality products with few interruptions
by breakdowns, for example, usually means that better equipment. This equipment must
respond quickly to changing demands, so there must be more capacity equipment.
So that many smaller organizations have found this cost too much, particularly if
the cost of training all employees is added. Although the long-term rewards may be high,
the short-term costs of IlT can be too high for many organizations to consider.
However, if the manufacturers need to apply IlT system. They have to study IlT
philosophy in deeply details before implementation. The understanding in IlT will lead the
manufacturer to be success in reducing cost of production, inventory and human resource.
Finally, this report strongly recommends that JIT is a good system that can be used
to get the advantages to the organization.
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APPENDIX A
GATEWAY PLANT PROCESS LAY-OUT

(W) Part Logistic
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